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INTRODUCTION
To identify the suitable paper quality for
packaging structures is an element process in the
packaging industry, mainly on producing corrugated paperboards. Though the testing of paper
based packaging has got difficulty [1]. The testing
methods such as CCT, RCT, FCT, COBB, bursting
etc. are supported by statistical technique, but do
not provide perfectly accurate results [2] [3]. The
reason is the deviation of testing results. The same
problem can be defined at the classification of different paper materials and qualities [4]. The quality of
base-papers is mainly determined by their primary
cellulose content and recycled paper content. At
the same time, it is difficult for users to precisely
separate base papers that exhibit differences, and
their ulterior identification is virtually impossible.
Instead of the paper quality expected by users, manufacturers often use a cost-effective version of the
same paper type [5], filled with additives to produce
corrugated paperboard. However, the simple and
transparent identification of these raw materials is
indispensable for sustaining the quality objectives
of consumers in the long run [6].
Paper contains cellulose fibres, which makes it
an organic material. Under the effect of heat paper

undergoes various physical and chemical changes.
This paper describes a new possible testing method
to analyse the chemical and thermo-analytical nature
of papers. This method can be used to specify effectively the limits of a given paper quality using in
packaging industry and can help to ensure the exact
traceability of paper identification. The results show
that the this method on the one hand can be helpful
to testing the paper during packaging producing
process on the other hand after using as a packaging. To the testing a Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) measurement device was used as a
thermo-analytical method to observe new specifics
of paper based packaging. Since organic materials
also exhibit measurable differences in the DSC test,
clearly definable results are produced for a given
base paper. This test method can help classify base
paper types in a simple and transparent manner and
be of use in tracing quality problems in packagings
made from paper.

1 THERMO-ANALYTICAL METHOD
Thermal methods examine changes in the
physical and chemical properties of materials as a
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function of temperature [7]. Thermal analysis can
provide two types of information: firstly, the typical
transformation temperatures of the process can be
defined as quality characteristics, and secondly,
derivative values proportional to the quantity of the
transformed material can be obtained. Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is a method with which
energy changes can be monitored occurring in a given
substance (or mixture) during heating (or cooling).
This method is used to define the heat flow differential found between the test sample and the reference cell due to the absorbed or released heat as a
function of temperature. In the most widespread DSC
equipment a constant heating rate is used, and the
heat flow differential between the sample and the reference material is registered as a temperature differential ratio. The formula for the measured heat flow is
as follows: (Eq.1.).

dH
dT
= CP
+ f (T, t)
dt
dt
where dH/dt is DSC heat flow signal
CP 		
is sample heat capacity (heat specific x weight)
dT/dt is heating rate
f (T,t) is heat flow that function of time at an 		
		
absolute temperature (kinetic)
Figures 1 and 2 show the DSC equipment used for
tests and its test cell.

Fig. 1. DSC equipment used in the study

Fig. 2. DSC cells
During the test the differential thermal analysis
curve of the sample is recorded, where the abscissa
represents temperature or time, with the heat flow
(set according to the exothermic or endothermic
nature of the change) shown on the ordinate. Figure
3 shows the characteristic curve of a base paper
measurement.
The temperature at which a transformation takes
place (initial temperature) is shown by the intersection of the extension of the base line and the tangent
to the inflexion point. The conclusion of the temperature-dependent transformation is shown by the peak
of the curve. The enthalpy of the transformation is
proportional to the area between the curve and the
baseline (the correct ratio can be defined through
measuring a known material). Through the postmeasurement analysis the temperature interval, peak
temperature, heat flow, and heat in ratio of mass for
the transformation can be expressed.

2 MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS
For the series of measurements 4 different base
papers were used, whose specifications were given
by their producers. The name of papers usually refers
to the composition of the raw material mix designed
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Fig. 3. A sample DSC curve at the measurement of a paper sample

Table 1. The specification of papers measured in the study
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by paper producers and their production process.
For each paper type these measurements were performed with papers of different specific weights.
Table 1 lists the papers tested; the samples examined
are shown in Figure 4.

2.1

TEST PROCEDURE

1. Preparation of the test sample: a 5-15 mg
sample have to be placed into a 120 µl jar, then
measure the exact weight of the sample using scales.
2. A reference jar and a jar filled with the sample
are placed into the Setaram DSC measuring device.
3. A predefined test program has to be performed.
a. Heating the test chamber of the measuring
device to 30°C and keeping it at this temperature for
10 minutes.
b. Heating the test chamber to 200°C at a
rate of 10K/min.
c. Recording temperature differentials between
the sample to be examined and the reference jar.

4. Analysing the data on the basis of peak temperatures and heat flow.
5. Performing the measurement on 5 samples
per base paper and presenting the results obtained
and their averages graphically.
The results obtained from the experiment were
presented using the extent of the heat flow that takes
place and the associated peak temperature. This
allowed us to clearly define the thermodynamic
characteristics of the individual paper types.

Fig. 4. the measured papers

Table 2. The average results and deviation of measured values
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Due to space restrictions the summary table of
measured values (Table 2) shows only the average
values and the standard deviation of measurement
results (individual results of the series of measurements are available from the authors). For Kraftliner paper types the average peak temperature was
between 104–110 °C, with average heat flow ranging
between (-3.30) and (-4.00) mW. No significant differences were found depending on the specific weight
of the paper material. For Testliner paper types the
average peak temperature was between 98–104 °C,
with average heat flow ranging between -2.20 and
-2.60 mW. For Wellenstoff samples the average peak
temperature was between 104–108 °C, with average
heat flow ranging between (-1.80) and (-2.70) mW.
Figure 5 shows all measured values for individual base paper types. The red area represents the
zone of these results for Kraftliner papers, blue for
Testliner, and green for low-quality papers (Wellenstoff), the so-called Wellenstoff zone. Highlighted
points within individual zones represent the averages
of individual measurement results and help illustrate
their deviation more clearly. From the measurement
results it is evident that clearly separable values were
produced for each paper type. A sharp boundary can
be observed in the figure between Kraftliner and
other paper types due to the primary cellulose composition of Kraftliner-quality papers. At the same
time, the measurement results for Testliner and
Wellenstoff papers show considerable overlap, presumably due to both their quality and composition.
In the analysis measured values were also
compared for base papers with identical weight
per square meter, but of a different type, as shown
in Figure 6. For the Kraftliner 200 and Testliner I
and II 200 papers with identical specific weight
two measured values fell within the common range
of measurement results. This means that the set of
test results can be defined clearly for each material.

At the same time, it can be seen that an insufficient
number of measurements could present a considerable obstacle to the clear identification of paper
quality. Naturally, in this case supplementary
mechanical tests can be used to obtain more accurate
results. On the other hand, a sufficient number of
samples allow the identification of the base paper
material with great accuracy even subsequently.
Another interesting observation is that for papers of
secondary production the DSC test is only able to
identify paper quality with a high error percentage,
similarly to other tests used in industrial practice.
High standard deviation and the overlapping of the
results were found at the measurements of papers
from secondary material. The different producer’s
additives could cause this. Here have to be mentioned that due to the low specific weight of samples
the excised sample may contain a higher percentage
of such additives, which has a significant impact on
the deviation of results.

4 SUMMARY AND
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
As results of thermo-analitycal measuremtns
the following results can be drawn:
• Determination of the paper’s quality, in addition
to the known tests measuring mechanical properties, thermo-analytical methods can be added.
• The thermo-analitycal tests can provide accurate
results about differentials of papers making from
primary or secondary sources. Based on this the
determination of paper quality between kraft or
nonkraft can be possible with this method.
• The presented test method can only give an inaccurate valuation about paper’s quality making
from secondary raw materials.
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Fig. 5. The results of DSC measuring of varying samples

Fig. 6. The results of DSC measuring of papers weighted 200g/m2
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